ordered facts called theories) are however also artifacts in the sense that they are socially objectified vehicles with the function of providing knowledge about nature. The business of a science of artifacts is not only about the production and ordering of "about-facts" i.e knowledge about artifacts. While these facts normally refer to real phenomena prevailing independently of the theorist, they do not prevail independently of Man, in the sense that most objects of natural science do. Artifacts are of human design and objects of continuous redesign. Peculiar for a science of artifacts is that by studying artifacts it is also involved in the re-design and re-production of the very artifacts they study. This involvement in re-design, in the improvement of artifacts, may be offered as the raison d´être for a science of the artificial, as Bo Dahlbom does in his contribution to this book. It may also, as Göran B Nilsson does, be offered as a memento to students that the history there is for historians to make is a matter of improving on artifacts already made.
Basically a science provides two kinds of order to its facts, it makes two types of sense of facts: qualitative categorizations and relational ascriptions. Theories are essentially proposition about how facts of certain qualities relate to facts of certain other qualities. In this essay I am almost entirely preoccupied with qualitative categorizations. I will present a number of conceptual tools for sorting out artifacts and the related concepts of artificiality (shared by all artifacts), of artifaction (the activity of making artifacts) and artificialization (the process where by the human world becomes increasingly artificial). This is a synoptic version of a possible longer text. It covers only some parts of the terrain belonging to the elements of a science of artifacts. Little is said about the systemic nature of artifacts and the dynamic interdependence between them. The institutional domains of artifaction we typically use to order artifacts-technology, art, science, religion, politics, economy, household, sports etc.-are not discussed. Questions about forms of change and the explanation of change in artifacts are conspicuously absent. Being synoptic, it leaves little room for the elaboration of arguments, for examples and for reference to authors who have touched upon similar matters.
I will start with questions of the metaphysical place of artifacts and end with questions of the knowledge of artifacts. In between I will deal with general forms and functions of artifacts, artificialization and artifaction.
2 The metaphysical place of the artifacts Any science starts with metaphysics-the overall nature and place of its facts. Here I will rely on two standard items of metaphysics. One is the modern one that conceives of the organization of matter as evolving, as emergent. Higher forms of organization of matter are "rooted" in lower forms and "emerge" from them. The other item is the persistent habit of Western metaphysics to arrange the world in terms of two master distinctions: that between what is "living" and what is "dead," and that between what is "material" and what is "spiritual." Crossing these two distinctions yields the following master structure of reality: The realm of mind The realm of artifacts
Living Dead
The realm of biology The realm of physics
Matter
At the bottom of this world we have the realm of physics. It contains "dead matter." From this realm "living matter"-the realm of biologyhas emerged via a broad stretch of self-organized chemical structure balancing on the border between living and dead matter. From a chemical point of view life is a matter of degrees. All biological phenomena are rooted in physics; they behave according to the laws of physics, and can be explained in terms of the principles of material causality, conservation of energy, etc., found in physical science. But those phenomena, which are constitutive of life (we need not bother with what they are), cannot be "reduced" to physics. Principles like functional adaptation, natural selection, reproduction, genetic programming are irreducibly biological, while the material implementation of such mechanisms in organic things certainly relies entirely on the building blocks and the various mechanisms delivered by the realm of physics. Out of living matter, living spirit, the realm of minds-has somehow emerged. However little we seem to know for certain about minds most of us believe that minds emerge in the neural web of very large brains. The mind is the realm of self-consciousness, of conceptually directed intentionality (meaningful action), of self-reflection, of reason, of the experience of selfhood, self-agency, and what not. Exactly what is constitutive of minds is immaterial in this context. Whatever minds do it is rooted in their biological substratum, as organic life is rooted in its physical substratum. The working of minds can only in some respects be reduced to the working of brains. The experience and actions of minds take place in a web of ideas and concepts somehow stored in and fabricated by the brain. Also mind is a matter of degree. Much of what humans do is indeed literally mindless. Much of our behavior is not conceptually self-dependent doings and thus not any action in the sense many philosophers like to reserve this concept for "mind controlled" behavior.
The emergent nature of minds has put the science of psychology in a difficult spot vacillating between "material" and "spiritual" accounts of human behavior, chronically uncertain whether observed phenomena belongs to the realm of the mind (thus demanding explanations in terms of "meaning") or if they belong to the realm of biology (demanding explanations in physiological terms). This conflict between "tenderminded" and "tough-minded" psychology, identified more than a 100 years ago by William James, still rages.
If one argues that only human brains support minds (all other animals are seen as mindless) this may not depend on the unique complexity of human brains, but rather on the uniqueness of the environment of such brains, the artificiality of that environment in general and the symbolic mediation of it in particular. Roughly, minds arise in brains by internalizing principles of symbolic meaning from the environment.
This internalization of artificiality is at the center of Dahlbom's perplexing thesis that "mind is artificial."
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That the mind conceivably depends on artifacts does not make it artificial. There are enormous stores of informative artifacts piled up in the cultured brain for the mind to use in its activities like codes, concepts, grammars, algorithms, theories, ideals, routines, programs, etc. They provide both the tools and the modus operandi of minds, but I don't think that this makes the mind an internalized part of the realm of artifacts. However quaint the venerable terms may ring, I stick to a conception of the mind as "living spirit," in contrast to the "dead spirit" of the realm of artifacts.
Though the realm of artifacts emerges from the realm of minds-"living spirit" is turned into "dead spirit"-the mind depends symbiotically on its offspring. It seems impossible to tell what the mind is without reference to its conceptual, language dependent mode of action. It is arguable that the realm of minds did not evolve independently and before the artificial-at least not independently of one type of artifact, namely symbolic language. When for some wild coincidence that invention struck home among our ancestral apes, both minds and artifice started evolving along new tracks. Man and Culture are born together. At the start of history was indeed "The Word."
If the science of psychology is tormented by its position on the border between matter and spirit (whether psychology belongs to the "Naturwissenschaften" or to the "Geisteswissenschaften") other behavioral scientists are tormented by phenomena which occur on the fuzzy border between the realm of minds and the realm of artifacts. Should we "psychologize" human behavior or should we "sociologize" it? Is it the institutional setting that essentially explains why I am writing this kind of text, or has it something to do with my intentions (which seems natural to think), or even hormones?
Though most modern philosophers agree that there are things that are irreducibly biological and there are things that irreducibly belong to minds, they are much more uncertain about the irreducibility of artificial phenomena. In the philosophy of cultural we have experienced a more than 100 years long battle between "psychologism" and "sociologism".
Sociology has had a rough time throughout its relatively short career as an independent field. One if its ailments concerns whether social facts are sui generis ("methodological collectivism"/ "artificialism") or possible to reduce to bundles of individual psychic phenomena ("methodological individualism"). A neighboring uncertainty concerns whether individual behavior should be understood as essentially artificial, i.e., dependent on institutional facts or if such facts are only parts of the environmental conditioning of individual intentionality basically dependent on psychic facts. Given that the world is constituted as I think it is, such ailments are impossible to get rid of. In the processes of making them socially objectified, artifacts are indeed "reducible" to psychic phenomena, but once they have emerged as "dead spirit" they acquire powers of interaction with their psychic substratum which sometimes extends to regular control as in many instances of institutionally directed behavior. It is for the empirical analyst and historian to decide whether a certain social fact at a particular time and place is sui generis. Sometimes it is, sometimes it is not. It's not a matter of "methodological" choice.
Modern mentality is horrified by the idea of a sui generis nature of artifacts. Human freedom is at stake. Various mixtures of humanism, individualism, democratism and political activism demands that the artificial is a pliable servant of freely intentional Man. Ironically that morally boosted conception of a freely intentional, individually rational man is a good example of an institutional artifact controlling substrative minds.
You can arrange the four realms of the world as a pancake with four successively emerging layers. The artificial world is then the top layer. My own characterization of the artificial as "dead spirit" is metaphysically richer. It is also an old one. Hegel for instance used it. Speaking of artifacts of all kinds as "frozen intentionality" is popular in contemporary theorizing.
My four-realm metaphysics can be compared with the rich historical supply on the theme. Two-realm solutions relying on some variety of the matter-spirit distinction seem to be the most popular. The dying out of idealism in modern metaphysics has left room for such things as Karl Popper's three-realms world of nature, minds and culture allowing for instance a cow to be a natural thing in a field, a psychic thing (an idea) in human minds and piece of "objective knowledge" in culture. What he calls world three is thus what I would call world four.
The history of metaphysics reveals many attempts to make singleworld solutions: to let one realm take over the whole world. In classical times varieties of general artificialism prevailed. With creative gods and ideal Platonic worlds everything was made and designed for a purpose. As we shall see in section 11, Aristotle's theory of all form of determination in the world, his theory of four causes, is actually an analytic paradigm for artifaction. 18th and 19th century science was bent for general physicalism, everything was material physics and determined in terms of physical causality. To cushion the shocking conflict with artificialism, gods were sometimes allowed to have written the laws of nature. The idea that the world of physics is somehow "more real" than the others still lingers on. Pan-biologism, everything is life, has also been forwarded. The 19th century challenge of rising biology to physics as a master science has resulted in lasting metaphysical changes, not least in the modern conceptions of evolution and autopoesis in matter generally.
The science of a world constituted as in figure 1 meets with two basic forms of cross-realm determination, an upward and a downward one. Upward, you explain a phenomenon on one level as determined by a phenomenon on a lower level as the exalted talk of a person (a mind phenomenon), is explained by the chemical effects of alcohol (a physical phenomenon) mediated by the behavioral reactions of brains to alcohol in the blood (a biological phenomenon). Downward determination signifies relations of control from phenomena on one level to phenomena on a lower level, as when cells direct physical processes within them, as when sorry minds gets ulcers, as when the mind controls the behavior of the body in ordinary action, and as when institutional artifacts control human intentionality.
Modern science is riddled by border conflicts as to which realm a phenomenon rightly belongs. Each realm has a characteristic mode of explanation jealously guarded against attempts from scientists from higher or lower realms to take over the ownership of a phenomenon. The status of a fact is intimately related to its mode of explanation. Standing on the top of the world, the facts of the realm of artifacts represents the highest level of complexity in matter. Being successively rooted in physical, biological, psychic and artificial phenomena they are open to the whole spectrum of explanatory forms.
This complexity, or built-in lack of "metaphysical integrity", of artificial phenomena can partly explain the shaky status of social and cultural sciences. Giambattista Vico, the Italian philosopher, once said that we can know History (the artificial realm as a developmental totality) much better than Nature, as we have made the former but not the latter. We are "on the inside" of artificial phenomena and thus privileged in understanding them. The long-range batting averages of the sciences since Vico's times seem not to sustain this at all. Rather the inside position is a reason why a science of the artificial has had such difficulties in developing towards the sets of relatively stable dogma of a "normal science" in Thomas Kuhn' s sense. It entails a projective, self-reflecting, creative, re-designing element in the study of artifacts which corrupts their status of stable facts to be systematically explained by a science. This is perhaps why, as Dahlbom argues, a science of the artificial should not be conceived as a theoretical science engaged in truth-making, but rather as a practical science engaged in world improvement.
Placed as in figure 1 the science of the artifacts is one half of the "spiritual sciences"-Geisteswissenschaften as opposed to Naturwissenschaften). This does not however make that science a concern only for the Geisteswissenschaftler. Artifacts are material and/or conceptual arrangements of things. The four-realms model points out that some artifacts are essentially physical (like automobiles), some artifacts are essentially biological like sandwiches, some artifacts are essentially psychic like my belief in my being a professor and some artifacts are essentially arrangements of things that themselves are artifacts, like the sentences you now read. So a simple four-type classification of artifacts according to the nature of the stuff they organize emerges. A science of the artificial is a concern to all branches of science. At a time in the culture of science when the completely dominant public motive for knowledge production is contributing to efficient artifaction and to the improvement of artifacts, this is rather obvious.
3 Socially objectified vehicles of functional meaning As indicated in the introduction my general definition of an artifact is "a socially objectified vehicle of functional meaning". Explaining this expression will give some further grasp of the metaphysical status of artifacts standing "on the top" of a world roughly constituted as in figure  1 .
Typically we recognize, identify, classify and explain artifacts in terms of function. They are made and used for certain purpose and these purposes are typically understood as built into the artifact and revealed in the inspection and use of them.
It is necessary to identify the specificity of "functionality" in artifacts that sets them apart from other phenomena typically explained in terms of functions like hearts, ant hills, animal behavior and human action generally. The function of hearts is to pump blood. The function of anthills is to shelter ants. The function of the circling movement of the lion is to ambush the antelope. The function of my pressing of a certain button is to turn off my computer. But hearts, anthills, lion-circling and button-pressing actions are not artifacts. Artifacts like the word "artifact" or a knife require specific qualities. A shortcut to showing this is a "ladder of functional specificity": (0) "X effects Y" (1) "X is around because it effects Y" (2) "X is made and/or appropriated to effect Y" (3) "X is intended to effect Y" (4) "X is creatively designed to effect Y" (5) "X is a socially objectified/objectifyable vehicle for effecting Y"
At the base of this ladder we find the precondition of functional analysis that something X effects something Y. When moving up the ladder we will note that the condition "X effects Y" is not strictly necessary. It is rather "typical". Though certain anthills for some reason fail to shelter the ants making them, also the deficient anthill is functionally explained in the light of the typical condition that anthills in fact shelters ants. If, for reasons of technical error, my computer is not turned off when pressing the off-button, the functional explanation of that pressing is identical with the functional explanation of the successful case.
That "X effects Y" is thus not strictly a necessary condition for functional explanation and it is certainly not a sufficient condition. Innumerable cases of "X effects Y" do not permit functional explanation. We must include level (1) that "X is around because it effects Y" in order to enter the field. At this level we can functionally explain hearts. What is entered is a principle of adaptation of X to the effectuation of Y. By the theory of natural selection we can account for hearts as adapted for the pumping of blood, i.e. as being around as they are because they pump blood as they do.
Stepping up to level (2) we can functionally account also for anthills. Here we enter a principle of agency lacking in the account for hearts. Hearts are not the result of agency, unless you happen to be a creationist. They just "happen". The "Blind Clock Maker" of evolutionary theory is not a kind of agent. Ants however make their hills and bears appropriate caves for hibernation through agency. By adding agency to adaptation we narrow down the field of functional explanation.
At level (3) it is further narrowed down by adding the principle of intention. Ants do not intend their hills or the methods of building them. They are genetically programmed to build hills under certain typical conditions. But the lion intends the ambushing of the antelope when circling. The circling is functionally explained under this description. Intentionality, as I use the concept, requires the power of intelligent adaptation of behavior to experience. Though lions are genetically predisposed for certain modes of hunting, they also hunt intentionally in view of their experience including what they learn from other lions. I reserve intentionality for higher (i.e. "brainy") animals, but not, as in some conceptualizations, for humans.
Moving onto level (4)-"X is creatively designed to effect Y"-leaves the circling lion behind. Perhaps all animal behavior except human behavior is left behind, though I will not argue that issue. Creative design is a specification of intentional agency. It requires, as I see it, selfconsciousness, the ability for a self to stand "on the side of its stream of consciousness", able to design new contents to it including programs for behavior outside the range of adaptations to actual experience. This self-designing activity of the mind is what we call "reasoning" and the corresponding ability is "reason". I am not sure if self-consciousness (and thus reason), as some argue, requires language as a medium and place where the self can stand "on the side". The question has considerable metaphysical weight as it is (as suggested in the previous section) involved in drawing a clear line between the realm of the mind and the realm of artifacts.
Going to the top level, (5) "X is socially objectified/objectifyable 10 as a vehicle for effecting Y", moves us into the realm of artifacts. In conjunction with the previous step (4) we get the general definition of artifacts as "humanly designed, socially objectified vehicles of functional meaning". It requires from artifacts not only a genesis in creative design, but also a fundamental independence from their creators by way of social objectification. Artifacts are "out there" objectified in physical structures, in the tissues of plants, animal and humans, in stores of information like brains, books and computers. Later when discussing the forms of artifacts the modes of objectification will become clearer.
Though some artifacts may occasionally be successfully monopolized by one individual (like a secret recipe for a drug) it is the essentially shared, social nature of artifacts, which makes sense of indices of distribution like "monopoly." It is exactly the social nature of institutional artifacts like money, honor, authority that makes them chief targets of human rivalry. This is not only true of such artifacts, which depend directly on conventions ascertaining functional meaning to them, like money, property rights and words. It goes for all artifacts as their functional meaning (and usefulness) depends on their place in the vast sea of other artifacts.
The latter point, the systemic interdependence of artifacts, is important because it points to modes of functional adaptation of artifacts, which, though certainly depending on human agency, moves the focus of the processes of creative design from the realm of the mind onto the realm of systemic artifacts: Culture breeding culture. An old example is mathematical systems successively revealing their hidden, analytically entailed contents to the mathematical explorer. The modern world contains many artifacts designed to produce artifacts automatically. Most of these leave the focus of creative design safely with their human constructors, but self-programming computers may very well develop into something radically new. Such ideas may displease the humanist creed in a human monopoly of creative design, and thereby threaten the belief in the "metaphysical harmlessness" of artifacts.
The best arguments in favor of an idea of self-breeding artifacts lie however not with "autopoesis" of analytical systems or with implications of supersmart computers. It stems from observation of the general growth of the volume and quality of artifacts, particularly in the last 200 years. Here is a phenomenon of exploding, exponentially growing creativity seemingly unrelated to any changes in human minds or brains. Instead it seems directly related to a steep rise in the volume and capacities of information storage, transformation and transmission. The tremendous motors of modern creativity are essentially outside of Man. The focus of creative design lies in the co-adaptive machineries of vast systems of artifacts. Human midwifery of the adaptive demands produced by such systems is indeed necessary, but rather trivially so. Trivial, because it is at the level of the artificial system-not at that of the smart midwife-that the bulk of relevant information of the opportunity and the direction of adaptive change is generated.
Standards of identifying artifacts
So far I have dealt with some preliminary questions of the metaphysical placing of artifacts. Having placed them on the top of a four-realm structure of reality and having defined them as "humanly designed, socially objectified vehicles of functional meaning," I will proceed to sorting out the basic forms and functions of artifacts. But before that, still engaged in problems of elementary conceptualization, I will make some further observations on the problem of identifying something, not as an artifact generally, but as an artifact so and so.
To what can we refer when insisting "this is a knife"? What are thus the basic criteria for knifehood? My theory is that we need to deal with four interwoven kinds of criteria: intentional, conventional, operational and structural:
(1) This thing is a knife because I use it for a knife (intentional criterion). (2) This is a knife because it fits the reference of the common concept "knife" (conventional criterion) (3) This is a knife because it has the shape and fabric of a knife (structural criterion) (4) This is a knife because it works like a knife (operational criterion)
The conceptual relations between the four types is set down in the following scheme:
Process-descriptive
Operational Intentional
Objective Subjective
Structural Conventional

State-descriptive
Operational and structural criteria are objectively tied to the properties of the artifact, while intentional and conventional criteria are subjectively tied to the meaning accorded to the artifact. Operational and intentional criteria are process-descriptive. They emerge from a de scription of the activity in which artifacts take part. Structural and conventional criteria are, on the other hand, state-descriptive. An ordinary knife typically fulfills all four criteria for knifehood. It is intentionally a knife as you use it for say carving. It is conventionally a knife because it is the kind of thing that people give you when you ask for a knife. It is operationally a knife because it can actually, say, carve things when properly used. It is structurally a knife because it has a sharpened blade and a handle, which on the one hand materially implements its operative features and on the other makes its shape correspond to the conventional criterion of knifehood.
But there are odd knives. The structure of a theatre-dagger is not an implementation of knifehood by operational criteria, because it does not work like a knife. It looks as if it were a knife by conventional criteria, but it is not. It is used as if it were a knife by intentional criteria. But it isn't. Only by intentionally misleading structural criteria is it a knife. It is obviously the structural resemblance to a conventionally defined knife which makes theatre-knives appear as a knife and which makes it useful for playing the role of a knife without being one, just as the actor plays the role of mean king Richard without being him. An even odder knife occurs when the actor raises his hand as if he held a knife and hits the other actor as if he stabbed him by a knife. Suggesting the typical behavioral context of stabbing may be enough to bring home the understanding that the king has a knife in hand. But he has nothing in his hand. Also real knives can be used to play the role of a knife (rather than being used for a knife) as when you show it to a foreigner while saying clearly "knife" in a meaning way i.e. demonstrating the reference of the term "knife".
In absence of a knife I can use a screwdriver for a variety of purposes knives are normally used for. I can cut myself on a piece of sharp paper, as if cut by a knife. This exemplifies operational overlap between conventionally distinct artifacts. Structural overlap is central for forming species, genera and families of kindred artifacts. By conventional and operational criteria synonymous words are identical artifacts though they are dissimilar structurally. Homonymous words on the other hand are structurally identical while different by convention and by operative effect when used in language.
There are intricate relations of dependence between the four criteria of being an artifact-so-and-so. In simpler cases we can note that the conventional knife depends heavily on that certain operational features are implemented in a structurally specific way. Conversely we can note that the operational features of all linguistic artifacts heavily depend on conventional identification. But also, when confronted with a text of unknown language, we can often retrieve its conventional and operational identity, solely by studying its structure.
In the evolution of new kinds of artifacts we can note periods of openness as to the intentional, structural and operational identification of the artifact, which are not settled until a conventional "closure" occurs.
More interesting are cases of unclear interdependence, particularly in the relations between operational identifications and conventional. For complex modern artifacts it is sometimes far from evident what the (objective) operational features of the artifacts actually are.
More complicated and still more interesting are the processes of mutual interaction between all four types providing a systemic ground for autodynamics in the development patterns of artifacts. Over a longer period of observation the identity of an artifact changes as a result of a succession of adaptive movements between the four. Only few artifacts show such a perfect fit between the four types of identification that allows them to remain stable over centuries.
I will not go into this further here. Reminding the reader of the dynamic complexity of the question of the identity of an artifact I will end this section by letting my model bear on the ground for proposing that "this artifact is a piece of art." In classical times there was a strong preference for qualifying art in terms of structural criteria. Beauty was in the form. Early moderns had a preference for operational criteria. Beauty was in the eye of the beholder in the sense that it was the operational effect on the perceiver's mind-the aaah-effect-that qualified something as art. The source of the effect was still out there as an objective "categorical" force working on individual dispositions. The root of art lies in a certain type of response to a certain type of stimulus. Disillusioned moderns make art essentially subjective. It is not grounded in a reaction to objective features. Art is projected onto its objects. Radicals think that art arises in a particular act of intending something to be art, irrespectively of its objective properties and of conventions of the meaning and use of things. In dominant modern views art is primarily conventional. A famous factory bottle-dryer is constituted as art when perceived in an art-gallery setting and signed as if it were an original work.
For the scientist of the artificial such animated conflicts over the essential source of art, basically misses the point. Art is in the dynamic interaction of operational, structural, intentional and conventional identifications of it.
The elementary forms of artifacts
Having sketched the metaphysical place of the artificial, I will now distinguish the elementary forms of being of artifacts. I distinguish them (and thus define the meaning of "form") by the help of high-level metaphysical dichotomies.
My four forms are things (proper objects), mechanisms, rules and symbolizations. The two former are material, they are formations in the material world. The two latter are indeed "immaterial" (in a sense) but I prefer to call them informational, partly in order to stress their nature as information of and in the world, and partly to avoid getting mixed up with strange immaterial things like ghosts and spirits.
Proper objects and symbols are state-descriptive; they are thus "thingish" (or "data") in a very broad sense. Mechanisms and rules are process-descriptive; they can be observed and measured only in an "eventish" context. Varieties of this dichotomy have a powerful history in metaphysics stretching back to the conflict between a Parmenidean doctrine of reality as basically thingish and the Heraclitean doctrine of reality as basically eventish. We need both aspects however. I take formation/information and state-descriptive/process-descriptive as sound metaphysical distinctions which leave nothing outside. Every artifact has either a formation mode or an information mode or a mixture of both. Every artifact is either state-descriptive ("thingish") or processdescriptive ("eventish") or a mixture of both.
The pattern is thus this: 
Symbolizations Rules
State-descriptive Process-descriptive
Things Mechanisms
Formation artifacts
Symbolizations may be materially implemented in proper things, like the physical text you now read or the sounds produced by speech. The implementation of symbolizations in brain-tissue seems to be the rock bottom of culture.
Mechanisms may be materially implemented in proper things, as the weighing mechanism of a weighing instrument is realized by the ensemble of material elements in it, and like the program of a computer is implemented in an electronic configuration. Mechanisms are also implemented in the behavior of people as more or less complex trains of acquired routines, like the reading mechanism we run when decoding texts.
Rules are basically implemented in the behavior of agents, not necessarily human. They may be symbolically represented by material implementation in properthings like texts and signs. Such representations are typically necessary in order to communicate rules to those in whose behavior we like to implement them. They may also be materially implemented as mechanisms, like in the machine code of a computer or in traffic lights. When implemented in behavior, rules border on the phenomenon of adaptive response to environmental conditioning and to experience. This is a shadowy area. Do dogs behave according to rules communicated to them by their human masters? Or is it so that their conditioned behavior just resembles rule following? As conditioned behavior as well as opportunism in relation to the knowledge of rules is important also in human behavior, the shadow falls over the contested area where biology ends and where culture begins in Man.
Proper things are in sense the fundamental mode of the artificial, as they serve as the material implementation, as objectified "media" of all other forms. Though rules are essentially implemented in behavior and symbols in brain-tissue they can hardly get there unless communicated by way of things like speech. Inarticulate rules picked up by imitation, as in some instances of human traditions, are exceptions. So the tendency of common usage to think of artifacts as basically thingish is not entirely misleading. It is misleading, however, in making houses, knives and automobiles examplars of the artificial in general. This tendency is also unfortunate as it puts the thingish "material" culture apart from "spiritual culture" ignoring their necessary interdependence. The present high tide of "spiritual culture" in human history mainly reflects the vastly increased possibilities of material implementation and communication of symbolic stuff.
In view of the centrality of the concept of design to the idea of an artifact, one may note that the four forms of artifacts proposed correspond to four different uses of "design":
(1) Design of (applying to symbolizations) (2) Design for (applying to rules) (3) Design to (applying to mechanisms) (4) Design in (applying to things)
For an example I come up with the idea of building a house at my summer place. I sketch a picture of it on paper. That sketch is (as information) a design of a house and equally a symbolic artifact representing it. The sketch is also (as a formation) a design in the medium of paper and ink, which graphically implements its symbolic features as an artificial thing. Deciding to build the house I then produce a detailed building-plan for it. This is a design for the house, which sets down directives (rules) for implementation. Trivially this rule artifact also symbolically represents the house and it is also materially implemented as a graphic thing. Having made the building-plan I now organize an extended process of production and assembly which equals a complex artificial mechanism to make the house, which is designed to house-making. As a consequence of the extended operation of that mechanism (or rather that ordered system of mechanisms) the house materializes as an artificial thing with a certain design in it.
Design in and design of are descriptive of states, while design for and design to are descriptive of processes. Design in and design to are part of the material formations in the world, while design of and design for are informational.
Having seen the house pass from a house symbol, to a house making rule, to a house making mechanism, to a house thing we can observe a perspectivistic relativity of judgements on artificial form.
The elementary forms of artificialization
Having sorted out the forms of the artificial we can use these categories to identify the basic aspects of the process of artificialization-the process where by the human world grows increasingly artificial.
One aspect is that progressing symbolization including both the growth of available information (clearly exponential at least since the 17th century) and the growth of what Popper calls "objective knowledge" which we can approximate as the descriptive content of all sciences. The process of increasing symbolization could also be indirectly measured in terms of the physical storing and transmission capacities of communication systems.
Secondly, we find progressive institutionalization-rule-binding-of human behavior individually and collectively. Together these two forms of ideal artificialization mean that the biosphere is covered by the thickening mist of the noussphere -a sphere of meaning.
Thirdly, we observe the progressive mechanization of the natural environment, mechanizing everything from waterfalls to coli bacteria now used as a mechanism for producing synthetic hormones. Artificial mechanisms are today in terms of volumes of matter handled and volumes of energy dispensed not far inferior in power to the natural forces at work on the surface of the globe. Human transport has been estimated to carry volumes of the same magnitude as the volume carried by all Earth's rivers.
Finally, we have the monumental process of synthetization-the progression of the volume and variety of artificial proper objects mounting and spreading at an exponentially increasing speed. Mechanization and synthetization have in modern times reached a level of growth that creates a truly global technosphere leaving only sentimentalized patches of seemingly "natural nature."
From the point of view of the success of the human species the process of artificialization explains why the vast majority of all humans are still alive, mirroring that the lion's share of Man's total artifaction has been realized in the last fifty years. Extrapolating the present growth rate of the technosphere into the future raises some impertinent questions.
This world historical process of artificialization seems to suggest that modern Man is to a much larger degree a cultural Man, an artificial Man than was ancient Man. Looking only to material artifacts this is patently so. But Stone Age man, by anthropological record, lived his life in the noussphere as we do. That sphere is thicker, more varied and globally interconnected now, but it may very well be less commanding of individual lives now than in ancient times. The conception of a "traditional society" in 20th century social theory figures ancient man as wholly controlled by the local web of conventions he was born into. Modernity thus equals the emancipation of the person from his roles and the emancipation of the individual from the group. Together these changes represent a general fall in the power of institutional artifacts to standardize people's minds. Suggested is a kind of mega change in the mode of cultural determination from the conceptual mode to the material mode. In ancient times it was primarily differences in institutions that explained cultural diversity. In modern times it is primarily differences in the environment of material artifacts that explain it. Following from the tremendous growth of the technosphere is also the declining explanatory power of the natural environment in accounting for cultural diversity. Montesquieu is losing ground when the whole idea of geography is corrupted by global mass-communication.
Artificialization-the denaturation of the human life world-is however only one aspect of overall cultural change. Another aspect is the progress of the artificial measured in terms of the staggering expansion of the range of possible human action and experience. Still another is the long-term systemization of the world of artifacts into increasingly interdependent systems generating rising pressures towards increasingly faster global co-adaption of artificial elements. A fourth aspect, cherished in particular by authors of science-fiction, is finally the evolution of the artificial as superhumanity, systems of adaptive intelligence above minds, rooted in minds all right, as minds are rooted in brains, but still irreducible to human minds and intentionality.
The functions of artifacts
Functional identification and categorization is indeed at the heart of the understanding of artifacts. But saying that artifacts have functions may mean many different things.
At the level of metaphysics already discussed, it is a matter of global characterization. Being functional is defining the general nature of artifacts. In Aristotelian terms being functional things is the genus proximum of artifacts and being socially objectified is their differentia specifica.
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Noting that artifacts extend the range of humanly possible action you can turn this into a theory that the global function of artifacts is effecting this extension. Noting the analogy between the evolution of the properties of organisms and the evolution of properties of human artifacts you can turn this into a theory that the global function of artifacts is to effect the extra-organic evolution of Man. Believing that in the long run artificial intelligence have far better survival chances than organic intelligence, you can turn this into a solemn theory that the global function of artifacts is to succeed man in the evolution of matter towards higher intelligence. A number of theories of this caliber has been proposed, all aspiring to identifying the true meaning of the artificial, all beyond empirical qualification, all part of a great pre-scientific tradition of pan-artificialism, where the true (functional) meaning of the world is hunted for.
At a more pedestrian level of functional identification artifacts are primarily categorized according to the purposes for which they are designed and used. Spades are for digging, books are for reading, money is for symbolizing economic value etc.
There is an old debate about the ontological status of the functions of artifacts and of functions generally. Recently some heat has been fused into it due partly to the popularity and occasional boldness of various forms of "social constructivism," particularly within technology studies. A key issue concerns whether functions are "objective" properties of artifacts, or if they are "subjective" ascriptions to them mediated by social conventions.
I will not enter this debate here. Roughly indicated, my position is that the functional properties of artifacts are neither purely subjective, nor purely objective. They are both subjective and objective. Objective operational properties of artifacts set sometimes wide, sometimes very narrow limits to subjective ascriptions of function. You cannot use a highway to pick your teeth.
In the context of human praxis where artifacts belong, their functions mirror the dual nature of human action as a fusion of subjective intentionality and objective behavior. Integral to the "outer" behavioral aspects of action the functions of artifacts are indeed as objective as our movements and limbs are. Integral to the "inner" intentional aspects of action, the functions of artifacts depend subjectively on the meaning accorded to them by the agent.
My attempt at basic categorizations relies on this duality. I will propose three varieties. One of them relates to the intentional, subjective aspects of the purposeful use of artifacts. In section 8, I categorize the meaning functions of artifacts, which emerges when the principle of evaluation applied to them (e.g. "efficiency" and "pleasure") is discerned. Another one deals with functions as an objective characterization of artifacts. In section 10 I sort out four basic forms of operational functions, according to the types of effect they realize when used.
Standing in-between meaning functions and operative functions we find the behavioral function of artifacts (section 9). The point is to expose the principal modes in which human behavior can relate to artifacts.
The meaning functions of artifacts
In the 1970s some theorists of the general social and human meaning of computers made a point of insisting that "computers are tools." As it is only too easy to agree with this-of course they are tools-the critical point of this seeming platitude must be found in a debate where the "existential excitement" over computerization opened for threatening and sweet visions of computers as true robots, as something about to take command and eventually supersede humanity as intelligent agents of history. The public awe and fascination with computers made room for a critical trivialization of them as just another tool, just another instrument in the hands of its reigning human masters.
Calling something a tool is to make a very broad functional categorization. Apart from suggesting that a tool existentially is a pliable and humble servant to its user, the category tool relies on the mode of evaluation proper for tools, i.e. as to their instrumental goodness or efficiency. Tool is one of my four basic meaning functions of artifacts.
Calling the computer a tool, in the sense of something to be evaluated instrumentally, may be expressive of how you actually use computers. Insisting that computers are tools is, however, not a bit of objective empirical characterization, but a bit of politics. Computers should be tools, entailing that they could be evaluated otherwise. These other things computers could be apart from tools are texts, toys and totems. As I have chosen these labels for the aesthetic merit of the catchy Ts, I must advice the reader to look to my definitions of these terms, rather than to their varying connotations in common use.
A hint of the meaning of these labels is that much of the tremendous success of computers in attracting support, capital and ingenuity is inconceivable if they were only tools, if they were only evaluated according to their instrumental goodness.
To a dramatic extent computers are toys, vehicles of experiential pleasure. Not only as toys in the narrow sense of things designed to play with, though the application to games has been one of the primary growth motors of the computer industry. Computers are played with, are toys, in a much more comprehensive sense including all form of experiential goodness (including aesthetic goodness) we may find in engaging with them. Using toys is an end in itself and toys are evaluated in terms of their immediate hedonistic goodness (or "pleasure").
Ironically, those who insisted that computers are tools conceived of computers as what I call texts. 12 They saw computers as something that informed, told stories, proposed things about themselves and the world. As texts computers seemed to tell about big questions like the nature of intelligence, the standing of Man in the universe, the control of technology, Big-Brother, or the social implications of automation. Evaluating the messages implicit in the computer-as-text led some to believe that the computer is actually only a tool. As text computers are evaluated according to their expressive goodness (or "truth" in precisely this sense 13 ). The point of trivializing computers as tools, is most clearly seen when conceiving of computers as totems, something to awe at, to bow to, to cherish and nurture, something to have and be close to, something to serve and obey as a normative power, representing Progress, Future, Destiny and similar transcendental powers. Of course the computeras-totem can also be conceived negatively as something to keep away from and fear. As totem computers are evaluated as to their normative goodness ("rightness"). I don't think you can explain the staggering rise of the computer industry, and the vast amounts of public and private resources invested in its growth, unless you realize the totemic functions of computers.
Tool, text, toy and totem are, defined as labels for four masterprinciples of evaluation of artifacts, (instrumental, informative, hedonistic and normative) also label master categories of functional meaning in artifacts. By the conventions entailed in the social objectification of artifacts some artifacts present themselves, as were they "objectively" of one kind or the other. Conceiving of screwdrivers or battery-chargers as something other than tools may seem odd. You can note however that archeology feeds completely on reading old artifacts as texts informative of ancient societies. The function of words is of course typically "text," but they are certainly also functional as 12 Using "text" I parasite on some fashionable post-modernist habits to conceive of "everything as text". That everything is not text, but that "text" is a mode of functional analysis applicable to almost anything is what I believe. 13 One should note that there is also "truth" which is not related to the evaluation of expressive goodness in informative artifacts but is the name of a logical relation between statements and their references. The relation between these two kinds of truth cannot be discussed here. tools for thinking with, as toys for poets and punster, as well as totems for the schoolmaster or the lexicographical freak. Though aesthetic objects are often expected to be toys by laymen, looking for beauty and other experiential pleasures in them, professional artists will seldom agree to this. The three other meaning functions may easily be applied to art. Many institutional artifacts like money, law, and state are "naturally" conceived as totems. Their normative functions seem constitutive of them. When corresponding to proper organizations their function as tools, more or less efficient for various purposes of social manipulation emerges. In political history we can note the contrast between the highly totemic state of say Hegel and the expedient tool state of modern social engineering. The elusive ontology of grand institutional artifacts like the state makes the symbolic representation of them as text in emblem, ritual, architecture etc. integral to their functions. The Bomb is a mighty totem for Pakistani and Indians while it is a fearful tool and a frightening text for the rest of us. To many of those who invent bombs it is a technically sweet, sweet toy.
To sustain the claim that this categorization is basic I must show the analytical ground for the differentiation. The ordering principles are as follows: 
This distinction between a formative and an informative aspect has already been defended as metaphysically sound. What I call informative function is sometimes called "symbolic function" in cultural theory (typically missing the distinction between normative symbolic function and expressive symbolic function).
The distinction between action and experience is based on the assumption that there is nothing in the mind but these two modes of activity. Whatever the mind is doing it is either experiencing or acting, or both acting and experiencing. So the differentiation between action and experiencing is taken as basic and exhaustive.
Entailed in the argument is a pretty bold proposition in the theory of the forms of goodness. There are precisely four basic types of goodness and every individual judgement of goodness (or badness) falls within one or more of these four categories. They cannot be reduced to any single one of them, and if they are formally reduced to "the good," we have no idea of what we are talking about apart from what we know about these types of goodness. So e. g. the popular antinomy between deontic and utilitarian ethics emerges as a battle between conceiving of goodness as basically informative or formative. The crucial difference is that the utilitarian can argue empirically when asking what is ethically good. Formative goodness is in the formation of the world, it aches or not, and it works or not. For informative deontic goodness we can argue only intuitively or by reference to superior authority or to transcendental being. On the one diagonal, hedonistic goodness fights with normative goodness. On the other diagonal, instrumental goodness fights with expressive goodness. Is it to rightness, efficiency, pleasure or truth (or "authenticity") your actions should contribute in order to please the moral philosopher?
Leaving such august questions behind, the main point of the categorization of meaning functions of artifacts is to see its "subjective" character. The functions as tool, toy, text or totem are ascriptions in a strong sense, projecting on to them the mode of evaluation in use.
As suggested in the computer example, an appreciation of multifunctional meaning is an important road to the understanding of the dynamics of artifacts. The dominant meaning function of "same" artifact is typically different for different user groups. In a group of users the dominant functional meaning may undergo radical changes over time. An example is motorbikes, introduced in the West around the turn of the century with the dominant function as a toy, a vehicle for sport and the experience of masculine pleasures. Between the wars the tool function grew to dominance, as an alternative vehicle of transportation to cars, particularly in Europe. After World War II, the toy function initially regained dominance while the transport tool function declined as cheap automobiles became available to the European working class. By and by the totem and text functions of motorbikes have grown in the post-war period. The motorbike has turned into a worshipped identity-forming totem for a variety of tribes of bikers and into an emblematically elaborated text about masculinity, rebellion, freedom and courage. When riding a motorbike today it is far from obvious what your are riding on, and what the functional meaning of the bike is.
9 Behavioral functions of artifacts
In order to see the principal ways in which artifacts relate to and get involved in human behavior, we must start from an inspection of the necessary conditions of human action.
Knowledge of the necessary conditions of action allows us to tell why people don't do what they don't do. Roughly necessary conditions of action, as observed from the point of view of the individual human agent, refer to external, environmental conditions and to internal conditions of the agent. Schematically such conditions are about the possibility of action and the desirability of it. Peculiar for necessary conditions of action is their mediation through the beliefs and the awareness of the agent. 
Internal conditions
In order to embark upon a particular action, an agent must believe himself to have sufficient ability for it, to have sufficient opportunity for it, to want it sufficiently and to enjoy sufficient toleration from the environment, such that it will not intervene to inhibit the action. Belief that any of these four conditions is lacking will stop the action. The reason why we do not do what we do not do, is thus that we believe that we cannot (ability), that we lack opportunity, that we are not allowed (toleration), and that we do not want to.
15 The joint ranges of believed opportunity, ability, toleration and want, will for each moment constitute the range of possible action for the individual agent.
This simplified categorization of necessary conditions helps us to see more systematically how artifacts enter the conditions of human behavior in five basic respects: beliefs, abilities, opportunities, toleration and wants.
1. In relation to behavior, artifacts enter, at the most general level, as beliefs about the world and the conditions of actions by way of internalizing bits and pieces of socially objectified knowledge, including that knowledge of artifacts which you need in order to see and use them. Though it is indeed difficult to draw a line between individual knowledge generated in personal experience and the individual knowledge acquired from environmental stores, we may, I think safely, assume that the most pervasive way in which human behavior is conditioned by artifacts is through the internalization of cognitive artifacts. Trivially we can thus identify a cognitive or orienting function as a basic category of behavioral functions in artifacts.
2. That artifacts typically relate to behavior by affecting abilities is so obvious that its has produced a tradition of one-eyed global conceptions of artifacts as extensions of inborn human abilities. Clothes and houses extend the skin, algorithms and words extend thinking, spectacles and microscopes extend eyesight, telephones extend conversation, loudspeakers extend voice, weapons extend fists, shovels extend hands, automobiles extend legs, boats extend swimming, computers extend calculation, cooking extends digestion etc., etc. Concentrating on (agent)-enabling functions, this conception of the functions of artifacts as behavioral extensions goes hand in hand with the view that artificialization generally represents a progressive increase of the range of human action possibility.
3. One reason, why a fixation on (agent) enabling functions is one-eyed is that it typically misses that artifacts are also a dominant feature of the environment of any agent. The one-eyed typically conceives of action as interaction with a natural environment, mediated by artifacts. That the environment is dominated by more or less inert artificial structures which is our life-world, and which conditions the opportunity of action, is sometimes as difficult to see, as it is for fish to perceive water. The material installations as cornfields, parks, cities, roads, bridges, sewage etc. are easily perceived as constitutive of action opportunities. Typically much more pervasive, and less visible in this opportunity (constituting) function are the artifacts that make up the intricate web of organizations and institutions allowing me to buy a packet of cigarettes at the corner store. Fixating the opportunity (constituting) functions of artifacts allows us, much clearer than in the case of enabling functions, to appreciate the systems character of artifacts. In order to constitute the opportunity for me to by my cigarettes at the corner an extremely big interdependent system of all kinds of artifacts, extending over large parts of the globe, must have been previously installed. I need, however, only to know a tiny fraction of that system in order to relate it successfully to my behavior.
4. Institutional artifacts do not only constitute the opportunity for large parts of our actions, such as buying something, saying something, getting married, voting, working for a firm, publishing essays on artifacts, etc.). They also direct behavior as to its individual desirability by setting rules of toleration, particularly in the form of directive norms, (in contrast to constitutive norms as part of the opportunity of action). This normative behavioral function of artifacts to direct behavior (not necessarily tied to explicit norms) is not only channeled to the individual agent by way of beliefs of what the environment tolerates, expects and demands. The are also internalized in the emotive dispositions of the individual as conscience.
5. Finally, artifacts also relate functionally to behavior by conditioning our wants. This is their motivating function. Artifacts are the primary kind of objects of human desire. Most of the things we eagerly strive to get are artifacts. This includes all the artificial necessities, conveniences and luxuries for a good life from clean socks to Viagra. It includes all artificial vehicles of pleasure, art and excitement we attach to our experiences. It includes elevated status positions in a variety of institutional systems, including positions of power, riches, honor, and holiness, all representing individual control over institutional artifacts. Much of the persistent poverty of motivational theory, seems to stem from a conception of motivation as "natural dispositions," only incidentally directed towards artificial objects. But artifacts are not incidental to human desires. They largely constitute and rule them.
Each of these five behavioral functions of artifacts may be elaborated into sub-categories. Here I will only provide some further specification of one of them: the enabling function.
To sort out basic enabling functions of artifacts, I rely on a simplified piece of metaphysics making human behavior a matter of interaction between an agent-self and its environment. Behavior is thus made up of outward traffic where the self realizes states and events in the environment, and of inward traffic, where the self realizes states and events in its mind by sucking in parts of the environment. Outward traffic represents action, while inward traffic represent experience. As before, I assume the action/experience distinction to be exhaustive of the activities of the mind. One should note that the border between the environment and the agent is not in the skin but between the mind and the rest. The environment is everything outside the mind including its brain and body. This means that moving information from a book to your mind and moving information from your memory to your mind are equally examples of inward traffic, i.e. of experiencing activity. Conversely, making a computer program calculate for you or picking an algorithm in you memory to do the calculus in your brain, are equally examples of outward traffic, i.e. action.
To identify minimally the things involved in the interaction between the mind and its environment, I use the distinction explained earlier between a formative and an informative aspect of the world. This means for experience that it may have informative reference as the idea "it is twelve o'clock", when I look at my watch, or a formative reference as "I feel sleepy", after having eaten my sleeping pill. For action it means the distinction between informative action like saying "You are an idiot" to someone, or formative as when hitting the same person on the nose. It should be noted that informing someone about his idiocy requires a formative activity of your throat and mouth. Saying "I hereby declare you man and wife" is a formative act in view of certain institutional rules, rather than an act of information transfer.
Using these distinctions we can generate a categorization of basic enabling functions as follows: Outward function
Information relay Production
Informative function Formative function
Information intake Consumption
Inward function Figure 6 is a categorization of the functions of behavior. Whatever we do, that doing may be analyzed as having one or several of these four functions. Rather trivially, keeping up these four traffic possibilities with the environment constitutes the basic "life-interest" of the self.
Typically an action is multifunctional in the sense that the bundle of behaviors subsumed under a certain intention as "doing X," represents a system of several of these functions, in sequentially and hierarchically ordered combinations (as, e. g., "going to the theatre"). As attached to these forms of behavior, artifacts become recognizable as vehicles for realizing these functions. Attached to our systems of perception, words, books, codes, spectacles, TV-screens, hearing-aids, microscopes, gastroscopic probes, laboratories, mirrors, etc., etc., serve functionally the intake of information, they effect cognitions of various kinds. Apart from the master artifact "the word," two kinds of vehicles for cognition stick out as particularly important, scientific instruments and systems of retrieving information at a distance. For the modern era the spectacular advance in instrument technology and in information mediation technology seems to condition most other changes in artifacts.
All artifacts functional for enabling the agent to give messages, to relay information to the environment are, if they do their job, also enabling the intake of information contained in these messages. TheGreat leaps in culture are typically associated with changes in the principles of encoding information in spoken language, in icons, in writing, in print, in mechanical and electronic media.
Many artifacts useful for sucking information from the environment are not attached primarily in order to experience information, but something formative that accompanies it, like pleasure as when listening to a music record. The function of record playing is then only trivially a matter of information intake. Primarily it is a vehicle for consumption. You mold your mind states by listening to music. Music is only weakly encoded with anything. Consumption functions of artifacts are otherwise most easily recognized in all those devices which, in the normal sense of the word, are for consumption, i.e. something you use in view of generating experiences of warmth, health, pain reduction, tranquility, safety, freedom, excitement, good conscience, love, intoxication, selfrespect and a host of other pleasurable states.
In conceptions of artifacts as an interface between Man and Nature, as representing Man's departure from, and rising mastery over Nature, the production function of artifacts comes to the front. Systems of transformation and transportation of materials and energy stick out. Control of Nature is however only one major aspect of all conceivable artifacts with production functions, from ploughs to nuclear plants. Control of the minds and behavior of people and control of the systems of artifacts themselves are other major arenas for artifacts with production function. Much of what we might call political, economic and religious artifacts are vehicles for such ambitions of control.
Systemizing the behavioral functions of artifacts provides ground for seeing how artifacts matter for our actions and how they enter behavior. The functions exposed in this section are also of some use in categorizing artifacts as to their functional identity. This is however severely limited by the general fact that artifacts can typically be used for other purposes than they normally, or conventionally are used for, or for which they were designed. You may look for parameters which restrict multifunctionality, like physical size, internal complexity and complexity in context conditions of operation. Pencils are for instance less restricted in functional span, than sewage systems. You can note that the "interpretative flexibility" in linguistic artifacts like sentences, seem to be reduced by the number of words and the level of syntactic complexity in them. But if nuclear plants were the size of a book, we could indeed use them for paperweights or for something to throw at the cat. Some internally very complex artifacts like microprocessors enjoy their revolutionary impact on modern life exactly because of the multiplicity of their functional applications.
The operative functions of artifacts
In terms of human purposes the functions of artifacts may be endless. But in terms of how artifacts operate in the world, including our minds, there are basically only four modes of operations that, in potentially endless combinations, make up the effecting universe of artifacts.
On whatever artifacts operate-materials, energies, behavior, ideas, people, etc.-they either affect the organization of that something or its localization (or both). Whatever the nature of that something, artifacts operate either to change it, or to keep it from changing (or both).
If you want a global explanation why Man engages in artificing you may find one in human discontent over that things that should be otherwise, does not spontaneously change into what we like them to be, while some other things, which we would like to be as they are, spontaneously change. It's also a source of discontent that some things are placed where they should not be, while others somehow get dislocated from place where they should be. The "natural" mix of inertia and dissolution in the world, as well as the "natural" distribution of things in the world is aggravating. We change this mix and this distribution by filling ourselves and the environment with artifacts.
Combining the two pairs of distinctions yields the following basic types of operations: 
Conservation Transformation
Keep from change (Control) Change
Storing Transmission
Localization
The general proposition is thus that any operation involves one or more of these basic types of operations. "Control" in the middle of the map indicates the third dimension referring to operations that guide, restrict, activate, steer, survey, etc., other operations and operators. Controlling is done by transforming, transmitting, storing and conserving something-as, for instance, a steering-wheel essentially is an energy transmitter tied to a mechanism for transforming wheel angles. Control operations are thus only higher-level applications of the four fundamental operations defined by the map. This explains why I have not bothered to depict all three dimensions graphically.
Applying the categories of figure 7 to artifacts can be done in several ways. One is to characterize the overall operation of them. So, a pair of scissors is mainly a transformer of materials, a refrigerator is mainly a conservator of decaying organic stuff, a book is mainly a transmittable store of information, an automobile is mainly a transmitter of people and things, etc. The overall operation typically depends on an ensemble of other operations sustaining it. In order to be a conservator of foodstuffs, a refrigerator must also work as an energy transformer, as an energy transmitter and as a store of cold air. Spectacles are basically tranformers of energy used mainly for transforming eye-vision and occasionally for transforming aesthetic qualities of faces. Trivially spectacles are a conserving store for its transforming operative features and perhaps even conservator of social tastes in looks. An automobile is a configuration of a few thousand operators of all four kinds contributing in various ways to the overall operation of moving things and people around.
Though the operative features are typically more easily perceived in the kind of materially implemented artifacts just mentioned, all informative artifacts may be classified as to operative function in the same way. Words store conceptual meaning and transmit this meaning when implemented in messages. Language, as the master artifact, reveals all these operations in a variety of combinations including the pervasive control language exercises over our thinking. Algorithms for addition are tranformers of arithmetic structures. Norms are transmittable control devices for thinking and acting by transforming beliefs and emotive dispositions. Families are stores of people transmitting behavioral patterns from parents to children. They conserve the social identities of their members and in bringing up children families transform invasions from nature into civilized persons.
Few, if any artifacts can be said to provide only one type of operation. An argument, that "simple operators" in this sense do not exist, even in principle, is that every artifact unintentionally stores, conserves and potentially transmits information of its own operative properties, and that every artifact must, regardless of its operational characteristics always have a substratum that stores and at least minimally conserves these operative properties. That is part and parcel of being socially objectified.
Complexity in operative features of artifacts is an important road to an understanding of their dynamics. Any study of e.g. water-turbine electricity generation will reveal the powerful dynamics of a necessary fit between storing capacities of water, transmission capacities of pipes, transforming capacities of turbine generators, conserving capacities of materials in dams and gigs, etc. Changes in any such operative element typically require adaptive changes in several others to make the ensemble work.
Instead of adding examples of how the analysis of operative properties applies to various forms of artifacts, I have chosen to illustrate it on a very grand scale: a speculative sketch of Western technological culture.
The story starts with the revolutionary wave of storing innovations in the river delta cultures of Egypt and Mesopotamia about 5000 years ago; water storing in dams, grain storing in stone houses, information storing in scripture, value storing in metal, people storing in cities and power legitimacy storing in pyramids, etc. This giant leap in storing capacity required and permitted adaptive changes in other types of operations. Most crucial was the amassing of local stores of wealth, which provided the base for a radical increase in trading (and war) opportunities. The epoch of leading storing technologies gave way to an Hellenistic-Roman-Arab epoch of trade (and robbery) when transmission technologies come to the front as the prime movers of empires: ships, roads, canals, horse transportation, artillery, archery, aqueducts, postal service, etc. The rising volume of trade eventually generated pressures on local supplies and opportunities to increase local production, while, at the same time, rising transport capacities boosted risks and opportunities for warfare. Macroscopic innovative attention moved-we are now in the Middle Ages-to the problem of increasing transformation capacities in production and warfare. The Modern Technological Era, characterized by spectacular innovations in the transformation of materials and energies starts. These epochal changes in the focus of operations are also apparent in successive additions of functions in the master social technology of Western culture-money. Its first function was a store of value. Its second function was the transmitting of value as a medium of exchange. Its third added function was capital-a means of transforming values.
To make the move of Western History through figure 7 above full circle, we can in our own times observe how the exceptional rise of cultural production, and of the destructive power of arms, following from the epoch of transformation, create mounting problems of overall systems stability. On the one hand, this makes conservation (of environments, information, energy, culture, city life, etc.) come to the front of innovative imperatives. On the other hand, it imposes a general demand of control, of increased operational hierarchy, in order to permit giant volumes of production, and to keep the Schumpeterian gale of creative destruction from shattering the social fabric entirely. The emergence of giant corporations and State apparatuses, and, not least, the modern master technology of control-the computer-bear witness of this refocusing of operative imperatives. Consequently we can also note the emergence of a fourth main function of money, as an instrument of economic policy, geared at the conservation and control of national economic systems.
This somewhat Hegelian example of the systems dynamics of interdependent operative functions of artifacts should not be taken too seriously, but the principle involved should.
Elementary modes of artifaction
A classical paradigm for artifaction is found in Aristotle's theory of four types of causation. It was not intended as such and has not, as far as I know, been understood as such. But by force of the pan-artificialism, the pan-functionalism if you like, reigning in classical metaphysics, it is, viewed with modern eyes, a systematic account of the principal constituents of artifaction.
In the explanation of how a certain sculpture arises Aristotle figures four types of causes, four sources of the sculpture. Two belongs to an outer, materially formative aspect: (1) the efficient cause, the forceful working of the sculptor's chisel on the stone, and (2) the material cause, the stone and its dispositions. His two other types of causes belong to an inner, informative aspect: (3) the formal cause which is the program, design or plan for the shape of the statue in the sculptor's mind guiding his work on it. Finally there is the final cause, the motivating idea for making the sculpture, the intended function of it. It is the conjunction of these four types of causes, which explains the coming about of the sculpture.
The conceptual interrelations of the four causes can be ordered as follows:
Informative cause
Causa formalis Causa finalis
Dispositional cause Categorical cause
Formal and final causes are both informative in the making of the sculpture. They are inside the sculptor's mind, while material and efficient causes are formative. They are in the world outside of the mind. Formal and material causes are both dispositional, they dispose, channel, direct, etc., while the efficient and the final cause are categorical, they drive, force, motor, motivate.
As an account for artifaction it suggests a logical order of contributing factors: first comes the idea of the use (purpose, function, meaning, end value, etc.) of the statue, i.e., the final cause. Secondly, comes the idea of a shape and structure of a statue (formal cause) which is guided by the final cause. Third comes the sculptor's forceful chiseling away on the stone (the efficient cause) which is guided by the formal cause. Fourth, the stone cracks in accordance to its material disposition (material cause), guided by the direction and force of the chisel. Letting this logical sequence iterate in the production process for some time we finally stand there with the finished statue.
So described the key connection between the kinds of causes appears as a guiding relation. To make a sculpture is to guide the material reorganization of a stone into an intended shape. The final cause guides the formal cause, which guides the efficient cause, which guides the material cause, which, guided by its dispositions, results in the artifact. These guiding relations are, with one exception, relations of design. The final cause contains a design for the function of the sculpture. This design is converted into a design for the shape of the sculpture. This is, in its turn, converted into a design for a behavioral pattern of the sculptor in working on the stone. And this patterned behavior materially designs the stone, i.e., guides it into becoming a sculpture. The materialization of the sculpture is however also guided by something which is patently not of human design i.e. the dispositional properties of the stone. Knowledge of these natural dispositions of stones is a central element in sculptor competence. The sculptor can design nature to his whim, Francis Bacon would have said, only by knowing and adapting to the designs (i.e. natural dispositions described by laws of nature) God has put into it.
As an artifact the sculpture reveals itself as an object "of design" in several ways: In the sculpture example it may appear as if there was a fifth aspect of design involved i.e. that the sculpture "designates" (represents) say Pallas Athene. But that is part of its function (F).
One step in artifaction not visible in Aristotle's paradigm is the final step, the social objectification of the sculpture. His account covers that artifaction as making and appropriation as well as creative design. The social objectification defining artifacts is hidden in something taken for granted. On the one hand the sculptor himself shapes his artifact according to socially established rules of meaning permitting such functions as "representing the goddess" and "honoring the gods" to be ascribed to it. On the other hand it is by being recognized as such by others, and fitted into an already established set of various artifacts (e. g., put in a temple) that its function is socially objectified, and thus realized.
Appropriating materials and turning them into functional objects by reshaping them into sculptures or moon-rockets is, however, just one of four basic modes of artifaction. It is the mode of fabrication, characterized by changes in the material organization of things.
Artifaction is typically a very complex process composed of a variety of operative elements and steps. What I am after are the elementary modes of artifaction that by combination make up the compound artifaction of everyday experience. I propose that there are four such elementary modes. They emerge by virtue of two pairs of distinctions in the following fashion: Figure 9 .
Materially formative mode
Fabrication Displacement
Reorganization Relocation
Ascription Reinterpretation
Conceptually informative mode
(3) Ascription could also be called conceptual fabrication. By ascription you change the perceived properties as when the stone on the ground is turned into a totem for the god Pha. Conceptually the fabric of the stone changes.
(If the material organization of the stone is believed to change as a consequence of ascription we have a case of "transubstantiation" well known to Christian dogma). Due to this creative act the stone turns into an artifact functional for communicating with gods. In order to remove any sense of magic in the mode of ascription you can as well turn the stone into a marker for the number 1, or into a marker for almost anything you can think of.
(4) You reinterpret (or "translate", or "conceptually displace" 16 ) the stone by identifying it as a chunk of silicates. As it actually is a chunk of silicates you do not ascribe anything to it. As you do not even touch it, you do not affect its material properties or physical location. You dislocate it conceptually from its original place as just a stone on the ground and replace it on a map of chemical substances. Under the intention of ordering chemical matter the stone becomes functional to identify the position of a silicate.
Of these four types, ascription stands out as the radically creative one. It seems to defy the Schumpeterian thesis that innovation is necessarily a matter of recombining elements already at hand. Ascription may sometimes appear as creation ex nihilo. Basic for making things "stand for" other things ("symbolizations" in figure 2) ascription is not only at the root of the realm of artifacts generally. It also enters every act of artifaction in the process of social objectification of an artifact (as recognizable) as functional for this or that, i.e., being ascribed a meaning and place in the world of artifacts.
Knowledge of artifacts
Artifacts are not independent of the knowledge of them, in the sense that atoms and worms are. Human recognition is part of the defining criterion of artifacts as "socially objectified vehicles of functional meaning". In recognizing something as the artifact so and so, we need foreground knowledge of a functional context in which it is placed. We also need background knowledge of the human conditions and abilities, which make sense of such contextualizations.
For all those artifacts that in one sense or the other are knowledge, talk about the knowledge of them may end up in some weird problems of inclusion and reference. Part of the study object of a science of the artificial is indeed the science of the artificial. The science of science of science rattles in the cabinet. In this section I will categorize some basic forms of knowledge of artifacts, systemizing a variety of senses of knowing them.
Knowledge of artifacts is about many things; their function, meaning, use, making, shape, mechanism, substance, built, place, context, history, effects, effect-principles, capacity, social importance, etc. An example of such knowledge is what I call recognition knowledge. In view of the traditional distinction between theoretical and practical knowledge, recognition knowledge of artifacts is both theoretical and practical. This is because the recognition that "this is the artifact so and so" fuses elements of theoretical acquaintance with its forms of appearance with a practical understanding of what the artifact is for. Recognition knowledge may be rather superficial as recognizing something as a painting of a man, or elaborate as recognizing it as a hitherto unknown painting, in style so and so, in technique so and so, by young Titian, showing prince so and so, making a gesture signifying this and that. The focus of many cultural science branches (arts studies, science studies, technology studies, religion studies, history, ethnography, anthropology, etc.) is typically the deepening of recognition knowledge, adding specificity to the precise meaning and forms of artifacts.
Recognition knowledge is a common ground for the four types of knowledge of artifacts I will identify. As usual in this essay, they are sorted out systematically by way of two pairs of distinctions. One is that between practical and theoretical knowledge. The other distinguishes between "inside" knowledge of artifacts, and "outside" knowledge. You need almost no inside knowledge of a car in order to drive it. By which principles and by what combination thousands of elements in a car make it possible to drive, you need not know. But in order to make and design cars you do. Mirrored in the inside/outside distinction is two basic foci of interest in artifacts-their making and their using. 
Outside knowledge Inside knowledge
Context knowledge Knowledge of operative principles
Theoretical knowledge
As seen, recognition knowledge stands in the middle of this map, indicating that it involves both practical and theoretical elements, as well as both elements of outside and inside knowledge. In terms of the principles of classification chosen, it is thus not a distinct form of knowledge.
One should note at once the fuzziness of these distinctions. On all borders between the four types we find middling forms. Knowledge of how to sustain an artifact is on the border between use-knowledge and make-knowledge. The knowledge of the repairman of material artifacts connects the use and the making of artifacts. The punster's ability to toy with the meaning of words represents both a use-knowledge and a make-knowledge of language. More importantly, successful artifaction typically involves, not only use-knowledge but also knowledge about the broader context of using similar artifacts, allowing for visions of uses not already realized. Perhaps most importantly, what we may call "working knowledge" is typically the ability to use artifacts in order to make artifacts.
Between the practical knowledge of how to make and design artifacts, on the one hand, and the theoretical knowledge of operative principles of the elements and mechanisms of artifacts, on the other, there is also a shady area of mixed forms of knowledge, sometimes highly relevant for design. An important category on this border is the stock of paradigmatic solutions to various design problems, as designers of carburetors have a number of accustomed solutions to choose between, and as painters have a stock of culturally piled up techniques for realizing certain visual effects. Sometimes, however the practical artificer's skill in making artifacts is seemingly independent of any explicit theoretical knowledge of principles of operations in artifacts. Many artists know just about nothing about aesthetic principles and many technical inventors would deny that they rely on a body of theoretical principles of operation. The latter group has for the larger part of this century been quite critical of the curricula in Western engineering schools with their heavy stress on training in mathematics and natural sciences, entailing a belief that practical artifaction is a matter of "applying" scientific principles.
Between practical use knowledge and theoretical context knowledge is a broad stretch of use condition knowledge. Knowing how to drive a car successfully requires a lot of context knowledge. In the foreground you must know road systems, traffic rules, other vehicles, etc. In the background you must have a general cultural acquaintance with various contexts of car using. On the other hand you may be an expert on car transportation systems without knowing how to drive one.
Finally between context knowledge and knowledge of operative principles there is an overlap. Having e.g. knowledge of principles of energy generation is not only a matter of applied physics. It also involves general knowledge of the contextual technical and organizational conditions for realizing certain functional principles in a mechanism.
As a teacher in the field "Technology and Social Change," I sometimes meet questions of how this field relates to other fields of technology knowledge. Defining the field as part of "context knowledge," thus as outside, theoretical knowledge of technology, made it easy to see its relation both to inside theoretical knowledge of technology (knowledge of principles of operative effects in technical constructs), as well as to the two forms of practical knowledge of technology in using and making.
We may apply the pattern of analysis to an old question of the focus of education. Education is primarily a matter of transfer of artifacts including skills in artifaction and the use of artifacts. Recognition knowledge of these artifacts is rather trivially at the front of the agenda of educators. In each conventional branch of education-languages, mathematics, history, natural sciences, etc.-we encounter continuos conflict among educators and theorists of education over what type of knowledge should be emphasized. In language education we meet this conflict primarily over the diagonal use-knowledge-knowledge of functional principles. Do we need instruction in grammar in order to master a language? While many language theorists think we learn languages best from the outside (at least when we are young), teachers of mathematics typically claim that we must learn mathematics from within. You must learn the algorithms of calculation. You cannot pick them up "naturally" as we may pick up the rules of the correct use of language by just being exposed to its practice.
In old subjects, some settlements are reached through the inertia of tradition. In new fields uncertainty as to focus may range over the whole field. A recent example is "technology" introduced in latter decades all over the world in primary education curricula. In some school systems use-knowledge (particularly of computers) dominates the conception of what technology education is about. In England make-knowledge is stressed, striving to engage pupils in various construction activities. In many places technology instruction is a sub-field of physics education preparing the children for Newtonian mechanics. It is thus theoretical knowledge of operative principles, which is stressed. In Sweden some attempts have been made to define the school subject of technology mainly as context knowledge-an acquaintance with the general importance of technical artifacts and technical change to modern life.
Finally we may apply the paradigm of figure 10 to the question of what kind of knowledge a science of artifacts is supposed to contribute. In Dahlbom's conception of such a science, as presented in this volume, the emphasis is on inside knowledge. It should contribute to better artifaction, better make-knowledge. Inventing something he calls aretics, principles of good artifaction, he makes a radical extension of the old idea that make-knowledge can be supported by a theoretical knowledge of principles. Aretics seems to fuse technology (in the original sense of science of technical principles) with social science and moral philosophy.
If you stress, as I have done, that the principal context of artifacts is not "nature" but other artifacts, a science of artifacts may emphasize an understanding of their systemic character. In contrast to Dahlbom's stress on its practical and locally tuned nature, I can figure that a science of the artifical focusing on systems of artifacts may also develop along the lines of a traditional law-seeking theoretical project. In this essay, however, I have not reached the point where the directions of a science of artifacts can be discussed. The analysis provided is entirely about the recognition knowledge of artifacts.
Conclusion
By presenting a number of conceptual tools, I have tried to contribute some ground-work, some elementa, for a science of artifacts. In this concluding section I will consider a number of reasons why attempts at building such a science could be worthwhile.
In view of the large number of disciplines, which since very long, is engaged in building scientific knowledge of artifacts and artifaction, one point of building a science of artifacts may be to establish a common ground for arts, engineering, culture studies, history, and a variety of social sciences. Fields divorced by an accumulated mess of institutional and conceptual divisions in organized knowledgemaking could profit by realizing such a common ground.
In Bo Dahlbom's call for a science of the artificial in this volume, the need of improving upon artifacts and on systems of artifaction is stressed as a major reason. A ground for that need are the pervasive global forces of artificialization in modern society. They demand continuously rising levels of innovative adaptation of praxis and artifacts. This suggests a need for a general intellectual reform, not only of engineering in a narrow sense, but of the systems of cultural production generally.
The staggering volumes and speeds of modern artifaction and artificialization may provide an attempt at building a science of artifacts with a political motive. The various perils involved in continuously accelerating rates of global change demands first of all instruments to observe artifaction and artificialization on more aggregate levels than provided by the many sub-fields of expertise in various types of artifacts.
There is of course also a general enlightenment motive for a science of artifacts as for all sciences. It is not only expedient and fun to know in which world we are living. We ought to know it. Considering the symbiotic relations between artifacts and human minds, suggested in this essay, enlightenment provided by a science of artifacts might carry some existential weight. The unenlightened may be entirely unaware of his function as implementation and carrier of artificial structures. The moderately enlightened may perceive "the dominion of artifacts" and engage in sweet dreams of a freely intentional, self-creating Man escaping from both Nature and Culture. Enlightenment as to the futility of such dreams may be a good thing. It may pave the way for a set of virtues adequate for a decent life in high modernity. Which virtues this will be, I cannot tell. But I guess that they, among other things, must foster a sense of humorous tranquillity in a world that by way of accelerating artificialization will turn increasingly exciting.
